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Abstract 

Comparison of ligand poses generated by protein–ligand docking programs has often been carried out with the 
assumption of direct atomic correspondence between ligand structures. However, this correspondence is not neces-
sarily chemically relevant for symmetric molecules and can lead to an artificial inflation of ligand pose distance met-
rics, particularly those that depend on receptor superposition (rather than ligand superposition), such as docking root 
mean square deviation (RMSD). Several of the commonly-used RMSD calculation algorithms that correct for molecu-
lar symmetry do not take into account the bonding structure of molecules and can therefore result in non-physical 
atomic mapping. Here, we present DockRMSD, a docking pose distance calculator that converts the symmetry 
correction to a graph isomorphism searching problem, in which the optimal atomic mapping and RMSD calculation 
are performed by an exhaustive and fast matching search of all isomorphisms of the ligand structure graph. We show 
through evaluation of docking poses generated by AutoDock Vina on the CSAR Hi-Q set that DockRMSD is capable 
of deterministically identifying the minimum symmetry-corrected RMSD and is able to do so without significant loss 
of computational efficiency compared to other methods. The open-source DockRMSD program can be conveniently 
integrated with various docking pipelines to assist with accurate atomic mapping and RMSD calculations, which can 
therefore help improve docking performance, especially for ligand molecules with complicated structural symmetry.
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Introduction
Computer-aided drug design, in particular protein–
ligand docking, has brought about the discovery of many 
biologically active drugs [1, 2]. In many protein–ligand 
docking programs, a flexible small molecule structure is 
docked in a rigid protein receptor structure in order to 
find the optimal binding conformation and affinity of the 
small molecule within the protein binding pocket. Since 
the ability of these programs to accurately assess binding 
affinity is dependent on their ability to find the optimal 
conformation of the ligand in the protein binding pocket, 
docking programs are often benchmarked by their abil-
ity to reproduce the native binding pose of a ligand from 
a protein–ligand complex crystal structure. A common 

metric used to evaluate distance between the predicted 
pose and the native pose, given a superposition of their 
protein receptor structures, is the root mean square devi-
ation (RMSD) between their respective atoms (Eq. 1):

where N is the number of atoms in the ligand, and di is 
the Euclidean distance between the ith pair of corre-
sponding atoms.

Docking RMSD can be most naïvely calculated with 
the assumption of direct atomic correspondence, or 
in other words, the assumption that the atomic labels 
between ligand structures in the given structure files are 
ordered and should remain static in the docking process. 
This assumption holds for asymmetric molecules like 
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caffeine (Fig.  1a), but this correspondence is not always 
practically relevant for molecules with symmetric func-
tional groups (e.g. ibuprofen, Fig. 1b) or whole-molecule 
symmetry (e.g. the pyrrolidine-based inhibitor of HIV-1 
protease [3] in Fig.  1c), as they can give rise to binding 
poses that are identical in terms of chemistry, but not 
in terms of correspondence. Here, ibuprofen and HIV-1 
protease pyrrolidine-based inhibitor have been chosen 
as illustrative examples, although there are various other 
molecules with symmetric structures in which naïve cor-
respondence can result in false inflation of RMSD (e.g. 
the inhibitor BEA403 [4], c-di-GMP [5], etc.). For exam-
ple, if one were to perfectly overlap two benzene mole-
cules, their docking RMSD would have a value of zero. 
If one were to then rotate one molecule along one of its 
axes of symmetry until the two structures overlapped 
perfectly again, their docking RMSD should be zero due 
to the chemical identity of the overlap; since the overlap-
ping atoms are differently labeled between the two mol-
ecules in this example, naïve docking RMSD would have 
a nonzero value. Therefore, molecular symmetry needs 
to be taken into account in order to derive an accurate 
docking RMSD value.

Several docking programs have implemented dock-
ing RMSD modules to accommodate ligand symmetry. 
AutoDock Vina [6] was one of the first to implement 
symmetry correction in docking RMSD calculation, 
providing a module that creates correspondence by 
mapping each atom of one pose to the closest atom 
of the same type from the other pose. However, this 
method allows the potential for atoms that are close 
between the two structures to be used repeatedly and 
atoms that are distant to not be used at all. In response 
to this, Allen and Rizzo [7] implemented their own 
docking RMSD calculator in DOCK6 [8] which pre-
sents atomic correspondence mapping as a cost-min-
imization assignment problem, solved by using the 
Hungarian algorithm [9, 10]. However, considering 
the mapping problem in this way ignores the bond-
ing structure of the ligand, and can potentially provide 
nonphysical assignments (Fig.  1d) and docking RMSD 
values that are lower than what should be physically 
possible. Several other docking programs, such as 
GOLD [11], AmberTools [12], and Glide [13, 14] also 
contain modules that calculate symmetry-corrected 
RMSD, but these modules generally do not publicly 

Fig. 1 Examples of a an asymmetric ligand (PDB Ligand ID: CFF); b a slightly symmetric ligand (PDB Ligand ID: IBP); c a highly symmetric ligand 
(PDB Ligand ID: QN3). d An example ligand structure (left) and the resulting ligand structure when the atoms are reordered according to the 
optimal query-template atomic correspondence generated by the Hungarian method (right). Since the Hungarian method only takes atom type 
into account and not the bonds between atoms, the hypothetical molecule proposed by the Hungarian correspondence is physically impossible
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offer thoroughly detailed explanations of their sym-
metry correction algorithms and demand that the user 
install a much larger package to calculate symmetry 
corrected RMSD. Finally, OpenBabel [15] contains a 
C++ open source tool, obrms, that considers symme-
try correction as a graph isomorphism problem, solved 
by the VF2 algorithm [16], but also currently  requires 
that the user install the entirety of OpenBabel to use 
this tool. Docking RMSD calculated by these modules 
is distinct from conformational distance metrics calcu-
lated by programs such as LS-align [17] and RDKit [18], 
as these metrics are based on a superposition of the 
ligand structures themselves, not the receptor on which 
they are docked. Such a superposition is inappropriate 
for evaluation of docking poses due to the lack of con-
sideration of the position and orientation of the ligand 
relative to the receptor; it is more appropriate for 
purely cheminformatic problems, such as ligand struc-
tural similarity comparisons. Therefore, there exists a 
need for a universal docking RMSD calculation module 
that properly considers molecular symmetry and does 
so with a clear, detailed description of its methodology.

Here we propose a new, open-source module, Dock-
RMSD, to solve the atom mapping issue for symmetric 
molecular structures through graph isomorphism, where 
the optimal docking RMSD is calculated by searching 
through a pruned state space of all isomorphic mappings 
between two molecular structures. Source code in C, 
compiled binaries, and a web server implementation of 

DockRMSD are made freely available at the DockRMSD 
web site [19].

Implementation
A general overview of the DockRMSD algorithm is pre-
sented in Fig.  2. To begin, the user provides a pair of 
structure files in MOL2 format, each containing a spe-
cific pose of the same ligand. The first file is arbitrarily 
defined as the “query” structure and the second as the 
“template” structure, for convenience of description. The 
elements of the heavy (non-H) atoms present in each 
structure, the coordinates of those atoms, and the bond-
ing network between the pairs of atoms are read from the 
structure files. Subsequently, the atom and bond sets are 
compared in order to ensure that the two structures are 
of the same ligand molecule. Bonds are represented by a 
symmetric two-dimensional array which contains a string 
corresponding to bond type (single = “1”, double = “2”, 
aromatic = “ar”, etc.) between bonded atoms i and j at 
array position [i, j], and contains empty strings otherwise. 
If the bond types do not agree between the two files, the 
bond network is stripped of bond types, preserving only 
which atoms are bonded.

Once the ligand structural information has been 
extracted, the next step is to determine the set of tem-
plate atoms to which each query atom is chemically iden-
tical, referred to as the atom identity search. For each 
atom of the query structure, all atoms of the template 
structure of the same element are initially considered to 

Fig. 2 The DockRMSD algorithm. DockRMSD calculates the optimal atom mapping and RMSD value for any given pair of poses for the same ligand, 
input as a pair of MOL2 structure files
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be candidate mapping partners. Then, the set of atoms 
that the query atom is bonded to, as well as the bond 
types between them, is evaluated against the set of atoms 
and bonds present for each candidate mapping partner in 
the template; candidate template atoms are eliminated if 
their bonding structure does not match the query atom. 
This process is repeated, checking for identity between 
not only their set of bonded neighbor atoms, but the 
neighbors of those neighbor atoms as well, once again 
removing candidate atoms if the sets are not identical. 
A deeper search involving further neighbor atoms was 
attempted, but it was found that including more neigh-
bors ultimately did not change the final optimal corre-
spondence. Therefore, the identity search stops at this 
neighbor atom depth in order to minimize unnecessary 
neighbor set comparisons and optimize runtime. If more 
than one candidate remains, there is likely more than 
one atom in the template that is chemically identical to 
the query atom, meaning that the ligand has some degree 
of symmetry. Once the atom identity search is complete, 
each query atom will have a set of template atoms that 
are chemically equivalent to that query atom. For a com-
pletely asymmetric molecule (Fig.  1a), each query atom 
will only have one corresponding template atom. There-
fore, calculating the optimal RMSD for these asymmetric 
molecules is a simple task of matching each query atom 
to its respective template atom and returning the RMSD 
calculated from this correspondence. However, for sym-
metric molecules, one must search through all possi-
ble assignments of template atoms in order to find the 
mapping whose RMSD is minimal. The putative compu-
tational expense of this search is calculated as the total 
number of possible mappings, i.e. the product of each 
query atoms’ candidate atom set length.

In order to find the deterministically optimal map-
ping between query and template atoms, an exhaustive 
assignment search reminiscent of the VF2 algorithm [16] 
coupled with Dead-End Elimination (DEE) [20] is imple-
mented. In this procedure, query atoms are iteratively 
assigned the template label that provides the smallest 
squared interpose distance and can feasibly added to the 
existing assignments. The first of these feasibility criteria 
is if the candidate template atom that is being assigned 
has already been assigned to a previous query atom, this 
assignment is disallowed. This restriction ensures that 
all mappings are one-to-one such that no template atom 
is mapped to more than one query atom. Second, if the 
query atom that is currently being mapped is bonded to 
already mapped atoms, the template bonding network is 
checked to ensure that a bond also exists in the template 
between the labels given to those atoms from the query. 
If the bonds being formed by query atom assignment are 
not supposed to be formed according to the template, the 

proposed assignment is not feasible. Finally, the last feasi-
bility criterion is DEE, which ceases assignment of a par-
ticular atom if all subsequent feasible assignments would 
result in an RMSD larger than the smallest heretofore 
observed RMSD (which is infinity if no RMSD has yet 
been observed). The query atoms are mapped in order of 
number of possible template labels (smallest first), then 
number of bonds to already mapped query atoms (largest 
first), and finally, the order in which they appear in the 
query file (smallest first). Once all query atoms have been 
assigned to template atoms, this correspondence is used 
to calculate RMSD. The minimum RMSD for all map-
pings and the mapping that gave rise to that RMSD are 
then printed by the program. In addition, the number of 
possible mappings is printed.

Results and discussion
Docking conformation dataset and generation
To evaluate DockRMSD’s symmetry correction and the 
reliability of the greedy search heuristic, we generated 
docking conformations based on the CSAR Hi-Q pro-
tein-ligand dataset [21]. This dataset contains 343 protein 
structures with manually refined binding pockets, each in 
complex with their respective ligand, where the docking 
decoy conformations have been generated by ourselves 
using the AutoDock Vina program [6]. For each pro-
tein–ligand pair, the native ligand structure was removed, 
conformationally randomized using OpenBabel [15], and 
re-docked into the binding pocket using AutoDock Vina 
[6]. The generation of input PDBQT files for docking and 
the output file conversion from PDBQT to MOL2 was 
performed by OpenBabel. Docking RMSD was calculated 
between all 10 possible pairwise combinations of the top 
five poses generated from a single re-docking experiment, 
leading to a total of 3430 RMSD calculations (10 per pro-
tein–ligand pair, 343 protein–ligand pairs in total). All 
3430 calculations were performed using a list of differ-
ent programs on a Red Hat Enterprise Linux machine 
with an Intel i5-4590 CPU @ 3.30 GHz. The average total 
walltime for all 3430 RMSD calculations was 4.8 ± 0.7 s, 
5.3 ± 0.9 s, and 60.1 ± 0.1 s for DockRMSD, naïve RMSD, 
and obrms, respectively (see “DockRMSD runtime com-
parison” section for a more detailed runtime analysis).

Here, naïve RMSD calculations relative to the native 
crystal structure pose were not calculated because the 
AutoDock Vina ligand preparation process removes 
direct atomic correspondence between the redocked 
ligand and the native ligand. AutoDock Vina re-orders 
the atoms of the ligand according to the ligand’s tor-
sional tree, and therefore, all Vina poses have direct cor-
respondence with each other, but not with the original 
native ligand structure. Therefore, only programs that can 
find atomic correspondence between files can be used to 
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compare the Vina poses to the native crystal structure 
pose. This limitation is why the dataset used to evaluate 
the programs consists only of docked poses; direct cor-
respondence cannot be drawn between the native crystal 
structure and Vina-generated poses. Ligand structures 
have been visualized using UCSF Chimera [22].

Docking RMSD calculation through DockRMSD
To examine the impact of symmetry correction in 
docking RMSD calculation, we compare in Fig.  3a the 
symmetry-corrected RMSD calculated from Dock-
RMSD and the naïve RMSD which was calculated from 
the default atom order of the structure files. While 2109 
of the 3430 cases require no symmetry correction, the 
remaining 1321 (38.5%) are cases where adhering to 
naïve RMSD artificially inflates the docking RMSD, by 
more than 2 Å in 54 of these cases (Table 1). The most 
extreme examples of this are when a ligand molecule 
is large and possesses a mirror plane of symmetry, and 
when the ligand poses roughly overlap. For these cases, 
determining the optimal mapping is essential because 
misplaced correspondence will give rise to unreason-
ably large interatom distances, especially when com-
pared to the relatively small “true” RMSD. An example 
of a Huperzine A-based ligand of acetylcholinesterase 
[23] is shown in Fig.  3b, where the two halves of the 
molecule are chemically identical to another and by 

eye should have a relatively small RMSD value. Dock-
RMSD’s calculation aligns with this rough assess-
ment, calculating an RMSD value of 3.42 Å. However, 
due to the fact that the query is flipped relative to the 
template, naïve RMSD considers this reorientation an 
important distinction, and therefore calculates the 
RMSD to be 10.74 Å.

In Fig. 4a, we present a comparison between the RMSD 
of DockRMSD and that calculated by the Hungarian 
algorithm, which has been adopted by several estab-
lished methods, such as DOCK6 [8]. In the Hungarian 
algorithm, the mapping is generated through iterative 
manipulation of a cost matrix (i.e. an interatom distance 
matrix) such that a pattern of zero values corresponding 
to the optimal assignment appears. The performance of 
the Hungarian algorithm was evaluated using a Python 
implementation of the docking RMSD calculation pro-
cedure similar to what is described by Allen and Rizzo 
[7]. The script uses the Python Munkres package [24] to 
generate query-template atomic correspondence such 
that assignments can only be made between atoms of 
the same element. As explained above, the laxness of this 
algorithm causes it to over-optimize and generate RMSD 
values below what should be possible. As a result, in 
nearly every case analyzed, the Hungarian algorithm gen-
erated an RMSD value below the optimal answer found 
by DockRMSD (3269 of 3430 RMSD calculations, 95.3%; 

Fig. 3 a Ligand RMSD calculated by DockRMSD versus that by the naïve RMSD calculations on 1321 ligand molecules with symmetric structures. 
b An example pair of poses where naïve RMSD calculation failed to provide the optimal RMSD due to molecular symmetry (Ligand PDB ID: E10; 
Receptor PDB ID: 1H22 [23]). Interpose correspondence between oxygen atoms is drawn to represent the source of the RMSD disagreement by 
different methods
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Table 1). This implies that the over-correction issue intro-
duced by the Hungarian algorithm is not trivial.

In contrast to the comparison between DockRMSD and 
naïve RMSD, the largest discrepancies between Dock-
RMSD and the Hungarian algorithm are present in near 
mirror-symmetric molecules whose poses overlap almost 
exactly. As an illustrative example, we present in Fig. 4c 
a result from the HIV-1 protease inhibitor BEA425 [25], 
where the poses presented look nearly identical by eye, 
and thus, one would anticipate the RMSD value should 
be low. However, this molecule is not truly symmetric 
due to a hydroxyl group near the center of the molecule, 
and therefore, the two poses are not truly chemically 
identical. Since the Hungarian algorithm only takes into 
account individual atom types and not global chemical 

identity, cases like these fool the algorithm into accepting 
regions of local correspondence at the cost of properly 
considering which atoms are bonded. Although the algo-
rithm generates lower RMSD values, these values do not 
reflect correct correspondence of the atomic mapping 
derived from the ligand bonding structures.

Table 1 Counts of  3430 total RMSD calculations whose 
error relative to  the  deterministic DockRMSD calculation 
is  zero, small (nonzero but  smaller than  2.0  Å), or  large 
(greater than 2.0 Å)

N (Error = 0) N (0 < Error ≤ 2.0 Å) N (Error > 2.0 Å)

Naïve 2109 (61.5%) 1267 (36.9%) 54 (1.6%)

Hungarian 161 (4.7%) 2548 (74.3%) 721 (21.0%)

Fig. 4 a Comparison of the Hungarian algorithm against DockRMSD for the 3112 molecules whose RMSD was underestimated by the Hungarian 
algorithm. b Comparison of the Hungarian algorithm against DockRMSD for the 190 molecules whose RMSD was underestimated by the Hungarian 
algorithm in the native ligand pose benchmark. c An example pair of poses where the Hungarian algorithm grossly overcorrected for symmetry due 
to its insensitivity to global molecular topology (Ligand PDB ID: BEG; Receptor PDB ID: 1D4I [25]). Interpose correspondence between central carbon 
atoms and nitrogen atoms is drawn to represent the source of the RMSD disagreement. Hungarian correspondence is drawn in red to demonstrate 
that the correspondence should not be allowed according to the chemical inequivalence of the atoms bonded to each atom of the pair
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Here, it is noted that the above RMSD calculations are 
performed on the AutoDock Vina docked conformations, 
which was chosen purely to enable the comparison of 
different RMSD calculation programs with direct cor-
respondence. In fact, one of the most common applica-
tions of ligand RMSD calculation is for benchmarking 
experiments that evaluate a docking program’s ability 
to produce ligand poses that closely resemble the native 
conformation. In such experiments, poses are typically 
considered “near-native” if their RMSD relative to the 
native pose is  ≤   2.0 Å. In order to examine the perfor-
mance of different programs with respect to this task, the 
top ranked AutoDock Vina pose for each of the 343 pro-
tein–ligand pairs was compared against the crystal struc-
ture pose of the ligand as provided by the CSAR Hi-Q set 
using both DockRMSD and the Hungarian algorithm, the 
results of which are presented in Fig. 4b and Table 2. It 
was shown that in 190 of the 343 cases, the Hungarian 
algorithm resulted in a lower value than the optimal value 
as determined by DockRMSD, where 10 of them would 
have resulted in a false positive classification of a “near 
native” pose. These results demonstrate that evaluation 
of a docking algorithm by RMSD values using incorrect 
atomic correspondences can lead to artificial inflations of 
docking results.

DockRMSD runtime comparison
In order to evaluate the runtime efficiency of Dock-
RMSD, both naïve and symmetry-corrected RMSD cal-
culations on all 3430 pose pairs were compared to the 
runtimes of obrms. The obrms package is a tool from 
OpenBabel that calculates RMSD through solving the 
graph isomorphism problem using a similar algorithm 
relative to DockRMSD. The values calculated between 
obrms and DockRMSD (if the bond type information 
is not used in DockRMSD)  are  identical; therefore, the 
most poignant comparison between these two programs 
is to determine how quickly they respectively come to the 
correct answer. The results of this experiment are sum-
marized in Fig.  5, with runtimes being log-transformed 
to more closely resemble normal distributions. As is 
shown, every calculation performed by DockRMSD was 
faster than the fastest calculation made by obrms, which 

is consistent with the statistically significant difference 
between their average runtimes (t = 310.6, p < 10−20,000 by 
one-tailed paired t-test). The difference between symme-
try-corrected and symmetry-uncorrected runtime is also 
statistically significant (t = 43.9, p < 10−400 by one-tailed 
paired t-test), but the magnitude of mean difference 
between DockRMSD and obrms (1.04  log10(seconds)) 
is much larger than between symmetry-corrected and 
naïve runtime (0.21  log10(seconds)). This data suggests 
that while the impact of symmetry correction on RMSD 
calculation time is observable, its impact on runtime rel-
ative to obrms, which performs a similar symmetry cor-
rection, is minimized.

While a good portion of this runtime difference can be 
attributed to the fact that obrms is implemented using 
OpenBabel’s object-oriented framework and thus leads to 
the instantiation of more computationally intensive data 
structures than is necessary for this problem, DEE also 
contributes to the increased efficiency of DockRMSD. As 
an illustrative example of DEE’s power, a buckminster-
fullerene  (C60) molecule was docked onto tRNA-Guanine 
Transglycosylase [26] using AutoDock Vina, and subse-
quently, docking RMSD was calculated between the top 
five poses using DockRMSD without DEE, DockRMSD 
with DEE, and obrms for runtime analysis. The choice of 
receptor was random and arbitrary in this experiment; 
docking on this receptor was only a means to generate 
hypothetical poses for the ligand and implies no greater 
biological relevance. However, the reason buckminster-
fullerene molecule was chosen as the ligand is that it is 
one of the most highly symmetric molecules that has 
been observed in nature: each carbon is chemically iden-
tical to every other carbon in the molecule, leading to 
a total state space of  6060 possible mappings, a greater 

Table 2 A contingency table for  343 RMSD calculations 
between  docked ligand poses and  their respective 
native crystal structure ligand poses, calculated 
both by DockRMSD and the Hungarian algorithm

Hungarian 
RMSD > 2.0 Å

Hungarian 
RMSD ≤ 2.0 Å

DockRMSD > 2.0 Å 157 10

DockRMSD ≤ 2.0 Å 0 176

Fig. 5 Box and whisker plots of the walltime distributions (in 
 log10(sec)) for each of the 3430 RMSD calculations as calculated by 
symmetry-corrected DockRMSD, symmetry-uncorrected naïve RMSD, 
and symmetry-corrected obrms 
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number of mappings than there are atoms in the uni-
verse. Therefore, proper pruning of the mapping search 
space is essential to efficiently find the minimum RMSD 
for this molecule. Reflective of this, DockRMSD without 
DEE requires a relatively high amount of time (on average 
93.3 ± 0.9 ms per ligand pair) to find the optimal solution, 
as the only pruning done is the bond-based and dupli-
cate criteria described in the implementation; the atom 
identity search provides no information due to the sym-
metry of buckminsterfullerene. The obrms tool prunes 
more efficiently (on average 59.6 ± 0.9 ms per ligand pair) 
due to its direct implementation of the VF2 feasibility 
criteria, but still needs to enumerate through every valid 
mapping to find the optimal one and thus takes longer to 
arrive at the optimal answer. However, since DEE prunes 
mappings based on their cumulative square distance, 
DockRMSD is able to find the optimal solution within a 
timeframe that rivals the runtime of obrms on most other 
molecules (on average 8.7 ± 0.7 ms per ligand pair).

Conclusion
The inability of naïve RMSD calculation to account for 
molecular symmetry negatively impacts how we evalu-
ate ligand poses generated by protein–ligand docking. 
In the dataset we analyzed, about two out of every five 
ligands require some sort of symmetry correction to 
achieve accurate docking RMSD values, some of which 
demonstrated an RMSD correction of more than 2.0 Å. 
While several attempts have been made to address this 
need, implementations that find mappings without con-
sidering atomic connectivity, such as those in DOCK6 
and AutoDock Vina, ultimately fail to consider properties 
of the ligand that are necessary to find the true optimal 
symmetry-corrected RMSD. While modules from com-
mercial programs like GOLD and Glide are also capable 
of finding the optimal solution and are likely more con-
venient if the poses being evaluated were generated from 
these programs, users who wish to use these programs 
must purchase a license or install hefty software packages 
to perform RMSD calculations. Finally, even when com-
pared to analogous open-source modules, such as obrms, 
DockRMSD has demonstrated much faster calculations 
in all cases (particularly high-symmetry cases) due to its 
lightweight implementation. In addition to symmetry 
correction, the atomic correspondence search of Dock-
RMSD promotes easier comparison between docking 
programs in benchmarking studies. Ligand poses gener-
ated by several programs do not necessarily have direct 
atomic correspondence, and so DockRMSD could be 
used as a universal analysis module to ensure all pro-
grams are able to be compared and that the comparison 
is fair.

Despite the ability of DockRMSD to calculate symme-
try-corrected RMSD, a few shortcomings of the program 
remain. For example, DockRMSD requires that the two 
molecules that are provided are the same molecule due 
to the atom identity search step. This could potentially be 
solved through implementation of maximum common 
substructure searching. However, if the molecule being 
analyzed is symmetric, a common substructure could 
potentially correspond to several positions in the molecule, 
leading to several different potential RMSD values. In addi-
tion, DockRMSD currently only evaluates ligand pose dis-
tance through docking RMSD because of the popularity of 
this metric. However, RMSD is far from a perfect metric, 
particularly because of its inability to capture the conser-
vation of essential protein–ligand interactions that con-
fer high binding affinity. As of now, DockRMSD does not 
include metrics that address these shortcomings of RMSD 
because they require the consideration of the protein 
receptor structure, but future iterations of this software 
could feasibly incorporate this information along with the 
typical RMSD calculation.
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